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Multiple factors with two proven and profitable methods

Our racing site is divided into multiple areas of interest with two profitable 

methodologies to help handicappers make better decisions. Including conventional 

and non-conventional proprietary handicapping factors. Below is a list of the major 

areas of interest. 

 

SR/PR- Our proprietary speed/performance rating and contender selection 

method as described in this manual. 

Astro Figs- One of a kind Astro-Ratings for horses handmade by us daily. 

Performance ratings- Traditional handicapping factors with proprietary numbers 

associated with E1, E2, SPEED, LATE and much more. 

 

 

Racing numbers and descriptions-  

 

HORSE NAME- Name of horse 

ML- Morning line odds on horse 

P#- Horses program number 

TK/Q- Track qualifier. The abbreviation of the track where the performance 

ratings (SR/PR) are taken from are listed here 

SR/PR- Our #1 traditional figure is a proprietary speed/performance rating. It’s a 

very forgiving number. It may on occasion, look back many races. It likes to 



compare apples to apples. Distance, surface and the current track. If there is no 

track name under “TK/Q”, it means that this figure comes from this track, surface 

and distance category in most circumstances. If there is a different name under 

“TK/Q”. That would mean this performance rating comes from that different 

track. Also, if the same track as today is seen under “TK/Q”. It would mean that 

this distance comes from 1 furlong of today’s distance compared to the ½ furlong 

distance used normally with this rating in most circumstances. These selections 

are “Black Box” computer generated contenders.  

The top (3) SR/PR rated horses are our black box contenders. These selections do 

very well, but they do have weaknesses as all black boxes. The two main 

weaknesses.  

1. If a horse does not generate an SR/PR figure it will not be considered. In these 

cases, look to the “SR” rating, but the black box will not consider this. 

2. The black box rating does not take the track where the SR/PR figure is 

generated under consideration. 

 

LR- How many days since the horse last raced 

LW- How many days since the horses last workout 

P- Purse difference from last race. A (+) would mean the horse is rising in purse 

value this race. A (-) would mean the horse is dropping in purse value from his last 

race. 1pt = $1,000 

E1- Proprietary E1 figure that relates apples to apples. Same surface and distance 

category. 

E2- Proprietary E2 figure that relates apples to apples. Same surface and distance 

category. 

SR- Proprietary speed/performance rating primarily weighted to the last race. 

LR- Proprietary late pace/performance rating primarily weighted to the last race. 

D-S-T-LAST- Distance-surface-track-last race. 



Condition- Our condition factors are very simply relating to the last 2 races. 

Trainers employ tactics (a race within a race) to get a horse ready for their next 

outing. These works within a race can be seen at different segments within the 

race. There are 4 numerical ratings. These ratings are lengths beaten or gained 

and displayed as (-) if a horse has improved in beaten lengths from his last 2 

races, or a (+) if the horse has lost lengths from his last two races. The first 

number is gained or lost at the first segment of the race in the last 2 races. The 

second number is gained or lost in the second segment of the race in the last 2 

races. The third number is gained or lost in the stretch to finish in the last race 

only. The fourth number is a separate overall condition rating of improving or 

declining horses. (Completely different and not by my design). Plus (+) numbers 

are good in this last rating and minus (-) numbers are bad. Zero (0) or (=) are 

neutral. 

LAST 2-Fin- Horses last 2 finishes and beaten lengths. 

 

COLOR CODING ON THE SHEET- 

Light green-  Top 3 which denotes good figures. 

Yellow- Highlighted figures anywhere on the sheet in yellow are cautionary 

figures. 

Gold Highlighting are our Astro-Figures. We manually highlight what we feel are 

the top contenders. 

 

 

Astro-Figures (Handmade by us daily) 

The Astro figures are very powerful when used in conjunction with our other 

traditional proprietary speed and pace numbers. These figures are very labor 

intensive as they are done by hand, but very powerful when used properly. They 

are multi-dimensional planetary interpretations that have been developed into 

numerous numerical matrixes. Astro-BE are not quite exact but have shown to 

still have good strength. They stand for blended energies that are drawn from a 



30-day period. Certain horses will share some of the energies together. Astro-EE 

stands for exact energies. These are very exacting energies that only relate to one 

specific horse on his or her exact racing day. 

 

Astro-BE 

(6PA+9) (5ES) (1PEA+1) (7)  

Our Astro sequence represents planetary synchronizations and cycles that reflect 

a time period. That time period can vary anywhere from today’s race date to 

within 30 days of today’s race date most generally. The date and strength can 

vary greatly. We spend a measurable amount of time analyzing the most powerful 

cycles within any given time period. We’ve identified many positive and negative 

synchronizations and cycles within our research and there can be numerous 

possibilities. 

Astro Symbols and sequence- 

(Any numerical number) = The sequence starts with a numerical number. This 

number represents general cycles that are positive. Higher numbers are better. 

(P) = #1 Energy cycle. 2X stronger than (E) (Ranked #1) 

(A) or (S)= Special configuration that is either (A) Approaching or (S) Separating. 

(Ranked #2) 

(E) = #2 Energy cycle (Ranked #3) 

(+ +) = Powerful configuration. X2 stronger than (+) (Ranked #4) 

(+) = Powerful configuration (Ranked #5) 

(0 to 9) = How many days to exact. (Ranked #6) (Lower numbers, the closer to “0” 

are better) *(0 to 99 for Astro-EE only) 

 

 

We’ve attempted to list the factors in order of their strength at far right. Not an 

easy task but this is pretty close.  The higher number at the very beginning and 



the more configurations a horse has are better. The very best rating would 

resemble something like (9PEA++0). There can be no better rating than this. It 

represents 9 general positive cycles. More importantly, the rating has the #1 and 

#2 energy cycles (P & E), that is (A) a special configuration that is approaching 

(better than separating), has the (++) for powerful configurations and finally the 

(0) represent exact within 0 days. Zero (0) represents today. If you saw one horse 

with such a sequence as described above, and then another horse with (2ES5) 

obviously we would prefer the prior. The more configurations a horse has are 

better. 

Sometimes a (7PAE+2) is an excellent figure and at other times it’s really not so 

good. We manually check/update on a daily basis (a lot of work) the 

synchronization of the Astro-figures accuracy. We compute a secondary rating on 

the complete Astro sequence. An Example of this would be (32). The 1st number 

(3) relates to a positive factor. The 2nd number (2) also relates to a positive factor, 

but it’s not as powerful as the first. Higher numbers are better with this secondary 

rating but remember that the first part of the sequence is stronger compared to 

the numerical rating at the end. Preferably, both ratings coincide and are strong. 

The complete sequence will look something like this (6PA+3/22) which equals two 

ratings in one. Look for horses with good ratings in the first part of the sequence 

as well as horses that have a high numerical rating in the second part on the end. 

In our research, we’ve found that the top 2-3 horses in the first part of the 

sequence do extremely well and the top horse with the numerical rating on the 

end over (30) have been found to find high mutual prices. We’ll highlight the top 

few horses that we feel have the best ratings in each race starting with the top 

morning line and working down. There may be a horse with a high ML that may 

be a consideration, so get to know the figures for yourself. Also keep in mind that 

(P) is approximately 2X stronger than (E). If 2 horses were exactly tied and we only 

had a choice to bet one. I’d generally go with the horse that had the (P) energy 

cycle. Also, look to the traditional handicapping figures to help guild your decision 

with these close decisions.  

 

Astro-ME/EE 



These are very exacting energies for each horse on the very day they will be 

racing at or nearing post time. Extremely complex and time consuming to 

calculate that takes on a form of charting and interpretation with each horse.  

Astro-BE (Blended energies) gives us a road map of horses that may or may not 

have strength on a particular day, where Astro-ME and Astro-EE takes us to a 

much higher level of exacting interpretation. Astro sequences and symbols are 

similar, but as an example (9PEA++0) as our best Astro-BE rating would relate to 9 

different configurations. In the Astro-EE approach, we dissect each of those 9 

configurations and determine which are the most powerful. Sometime horses 

have high ratings, but most of the configurations are weak, and at other times a 

horse may only have 1 or 2 configurations, but they may be super strong. Astro-

ME refines Astro-BE to the core group, where Astro-EE takes on a complete 

dissection and interpretation. People wanting to learn these approaches, contact 

me privately. 

 

 

Putting it all together- 

 

Astro-Figures joined with traditional figures (Combining the two) 

Astro-Energies + Good form and abilities= Good efforts, low mutual 

Astro-Energies + Hidden form and abilities = Good efforts, Nice mutual 

Astro-Energies + Declining form and low ability = Poor performance 

 

 

Traditional factors 

The most important traditional handicapping factors pertain to the proprietary 

numerical ratings of- SR/PR, P, E1, E2, SR, LR and CONDITION which are seven 

ratings. In all races we’ll need to pay attention to the top few SR/PR ratings and 

how they line up with the other traditional figures. In route races and especially 

turf route races the LR ratings are very strong. Sometimes the top two. Races with 

a separation in E1 and or E2 with the rest of the field are dangerous horses to 



steal the race and can sometimes pay a nice price. Races where the same horse 

has the top SR and LR rating can also be dangerous, but usually will pay a smaller 

price. Races where the same horse has the #1 rating in SR/PR, SR and LR are 

extremely dangerous, but again will generally pay a small price. P rated (purse 

dropping) horses need to be considered even with other numbers that are bad, if 

their P rating differential gaps the rest of the field substantially. Condition 

numbers pertain to improving or declining horses within the last 2 races. Horses 

records can sometimes look dismal, but the first number in the condition factor 

rating happens to be a good (-) -4 or so. Then the horse drops back. In his next 

race he wins and pays a big price. Keep a look out for this longshot play with 

certain horses. Also, in general terms with a sprint race. If we have a horse that is 

in the +2 or +3 range or higher with the first 2 numbers, we’ll generally pass. 

These horses do win races, but their probability is much lower. Obviously, the 3rd 

rating with the condition numbers pertains to stretch drive in the last race. 

Compare this rating with the LR number. In the last rating, the 4th number. Horses 

with a +3 and +4 seem to do pretty well.  

 

 

Purchased Cards (Explanation) 

All sheets contain our proprietary traditional horse racing figures and also our 

exclusive Astro-BE calculations. There are 3 different sheets for purchase 

explained below. Example cards and races are shown at the website in the result’s 

section. 

1) Astro-BE cards 

The basic card is called our Astro-BE card. It includes all proprietary traditional 

horse racing figures and our exclusive Astro-BE data at a great price per racing 

card. Choose the track of the day for automatic download and or use the Select-a-

track to select your own track and racing days. Please allow us enough time to 

create the select-a-track card for you. The night before is preferred but no later 

than 2 hours before post time is acceptable. 

2) Astro-ME cards 



Astro-ME cards contain all data in the basic Astro-BE cards, but also include our 

exclusive Astro-ME data. The Astro-ME data is more advanced and exact 

compared the basic Astro-BE data. The great thing about this additional Astro 

data, is that it helps to narrow the horses down to usually a couple of main 

contenders. Comparing Astro-BE with Astro-ME and the traditional proprietary 

horse racing data can be very enlightening. Only horses that appear to be 

contenders and or favorites of the race are calculated with the Astro-ME 

numbers, and you’ll find this rating in the far right column. These cards can be 

purchased by card and or by race. No same day orders. 

3) Astro-EE cards 

Astro-EE contains all of the data in both (BE) and (ME) cards. Astro-EE data cards 

are extremely laborious that involves an extremely exact Astro calculation with 

more exactness than Astro-ME, which also involves breaking down each 

individual configuration separately. You’ll notice with these cards, that the 

Astro-ME is moved over to a column entitled (Astro-BE---ME). The first 

calculation is the Astro-BE figure and then after the (---) will be the Astro-ME 

figure. Our highlighting of this column then changes to a combination 

respective of both figures which can be very useful. The Astro-EE figure 

analyzes separate configurations of importance and is located in the far right 

column as shown with our race examples. Because of the time that is involved, 

these cards are the most expensive but can be purchased by track and or by 

race. No same day orders. 

 

 

Any questions? Feel free to contact us at any time. Were always happy to help 

steer you in the right direction. 

Mitch 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


